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See the force: Cellular mechanotransduction is a complex process that involves many different molecular interactions. The forces acting between these molecules are largely unknown. This progress report summarizes recent advances in the development of molecular force sensors. These molecular building blocks, which convert a mechanical signal into an optical readout, shed light on the mechanical aspects of this process.
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Abstract
Mechanical signals are central for the regulation of developmental, physiological and pathological processes within biological systems. Force transduction across the cell-extracellular matrix (ECM) interface is highly crucial for regulating cell fate via mechanosensing and mechanotransduction cascades. The key molecules involved in these highly sophisticated processes have been identified in recent years. But little is still known about their interactions, and in particular the molecular forces that determine these interactions. This is due to the limited availability of techniques that allow for investigating force propagation and mechanobiochemical signal conversion at the molecular level in live cells. In this progress report, currently available tools for measuring the molecular forces involved in cellular mechanosensing and mechanotransduction are summarized, specifically highlighting recent advances in the development of molecular force sensors (MFSs). MFSs convert the applied force into a fluorescence signal, allowing for a direct readout of tension with optical microscopy techniques. Moving from molecular design principles to applications of MFSs, important results are summarized, highlighting the new mechanistic information that has been obtained about mechanobiochemical processes at the cell-ECM interface. This progress report finishes with a critical discussion of current promises and limitations, providing perspectives for future research in this quickly evolving field.
1. Introduction

The molecular machinery of cells utilizes a large variety of intracellular mechanosensors and actuators to control processes such as cell movement, cell division, vesicle transport as well as membrane shaping and fusion. In addition to this intracellular machinery, specific receptor–ligand interactions between cells and their extracellular environment are involved in the mechanoregulation of cellular processes. Mechanical signals, i.e. forces, are constantly transmitted from the extracellular to the intracellular side and vice versa, allowing cells to probe the physical properties of their surroundings. The perceived mechanical information is translated into biochemical activity and serves as input for intracellular signaling cascades in a process called mechanotransduction. Receptor-mediated force transduction regulates many cellular processes such as adhesion, migration, proliferation, differentiation as well as tumor formation and progression. Whereas receptor-based mechanotransduction mechanisms are universal to a larger number of cell types, also highly specialized processes have evolved that allow biological systems to sense and process mechanical signals. Examples are the muscle protein titin kinase and the vascular protein von Willebrand factor. Both proteins have important regulatory function in their respective tissues, possessing cryptic functional sites that become exposed upon stretching.

Focusing on the general mechanism of receptor-mediated force transduction, a detailed molecular picture is required for understanding the highly sophisticated response of cells to different physical parameters in their environment, such as geometry and material properties. Proteomic studies have allowed for identifying a larger number of proteins involved in these mechanotransduction cascades and it is now widely accepted that many of these proteins undergo force-induced conformational changes that alter their activity. Little is known, however, about the magnitude of the molecular forces that are required for triggering these conformational changes. Knowledge of the molecular forces is of fundamental importance for establishing structure-function-mechanics relationships of these mechanoactive proteins and for understanding diseases that involve malfunctioning mechanotransduction cascades, such as arteriosclerosis, muscular dystrophies, osteoporosis, developmental disorders and cancer. The molecular forces acting between cell-surface receptors and their extracellular binding partners are further crucial input for designing synthetic materials that mimic the physical properties of the natural extracellular environment.

In this progress report, we first provide a short overview of the cellular structures responsible for transmitting forces between the intracellular and the extracellular environment. We then introduce the methods that have been developed for measuring these forces, with a special focus on molecular force sensors (MFSs). Several excellent reviews have appeared recently, focusing mostly on the applications of MFSs in cell biology. Here, we take a molecular point of view with the aim of categorizing currently used MFSs by their working mechanism. Focusing on common principles, we critically discuss how molecular mechanical information can be obtained and how the results obtained from MFS measurements compare to other techniques. In this context, we further highlight the need for new MFS designs that span a larger force range and discuss general biophysical concepts that determine the functionality of MFSs.
2. Mechanosensing and mechanotransduction at focal adhesions

The key mechanical link between intracellular and extracellular structures is established via focal adhesions (FAs). These complex, hierarchical assemblies of proteins directly connect the cytoskeleton with the extracellular matrix (ECM). Within these assemblies, integrins mediate the primary cell-ECM linkage (Figure 1).[7,23-25] Integrins are transmembrane proteins composed of one α and one β subunit, forming a heterodimer. In mammals, 18 different α and 8 different β subunits are found, which can assemble into 24 different heterodimers.[26] The α subunit determines the specificity of the cell-ECM interaction, while the β subunit provides attachment of the heterodimer to the actin cytoskeleton via adaptor proteins.[27] Depending on their specificity, integrins mediate cell adhesion to a variety of ECM proteins such as fibronectin, collagen, laminin and vitronectin.[28,29] Besides differences in specificity, also the binding affinity and signaling activity of integrin heterodimers varies. For example, both αvβ3 and α5β1 integrins are involved in mechanotransduction, but their specific roles are still not fully understood.[30,31] On the intracellular side, focal adhesions consist of a large number of different structural and signaling proteins, including adaptor proteins that link the integrin receptors to the actin cytoskeleton. Talin is the primary adaptor protein that has multiple binding domains for both F-actin and β-integrin domains, thereby establishing a direct linkage between integrins and the cytoskeleton. Other structural adaptor proteins that connect F-actin and β-integrin domains include α-actinin, filamin and tensin.[3,32]

Figure 1. Mechanotransduction via focal adhesions (FAs). Cells adhere to ECM ligands via integrin receptors. Following integrin activation, talin is recruited at the intracellular side where it forms the link between integrins and the actin cytoskeleton. After the formation of integrin-actin bridges, forces transmitted via the FAs cause conformational changes in talin. Mechanically stretched talin exposes cryptic binding sites for vinculin, a protein that provides additional links to actin. This critical step ensures stress fiber formation and FA strengthening.

Focal adhesions are highly dynamic structures that form in a sequence of steps.[7,24,25] Integrin receptors present in cellular lamellipodia at the leading edge of the cell bind to integrin ligands in the ECM. The following steps are not fully understood but, most likely, involve the recruitment of adaptor proteins that allow for the formation of integrin-actin bridges. As a result, forces are applied on the adhesion sites by actin retrograde flow. These forces cause conformational changes in talin, leading to the exposure of cryptic binding sites for vinculin, thereby reinforcing the actin linkage.[33] Over time these initial focal adhesions are translocated towards the lamellum of the cell. At this point, myosin gets engaged with actin and actin stress fibers form. Now, forces acting on these mature focal adhesions originate
from actin-myosin contractility. At this stage, several other mechanosensitive molecules become activated, allowing the further recruitment of proteins to strengthen the actin-FA linkage. All these mechanical connections are highly dynamic and reversible in the presence of the applied force, leading to a high turnover of FA proteins.

FAs do not only consist of proteins that are directly involved in establishing the mechanical linkage between the ECM and the actin network of the cell. They also contain a large number of mechanosensitive kinases and phosphatases such as receptor-like protein tyrosine phosphatase-α (RPTPα), Src family kinases and focal adhesion kinase (FAK). These proteins provide a direct link to the biochemical signaling pathways of the cell, e.g. via Rho family GTPases and the MAP kinase pathway, ultimately regulating gene expression. It is further known that mechanical forces transmitted via the cytoskeleton propagate to the nucleus, most likely promoting structural rearrangements and altering gene accessibility. The fact that cells possess several types of FAs that are connected with the cytoskeleton in different ways suggests that the forces transmitted via these structures are heterogeneous. The high dynamics of these structures may further affect the nature and stoichiometry of the FA-actin linkage. Bonds may break and reform quickly over time, thereby redirecting the pathway of the force in the FA protein assembly. This situation becomes even more complicated when considering the different binding affinities of integrin subclasses and the fact that some integrins are able to form catch bonds, i.e. strengthen under load. Taken together, the complex interplay of different FA components in cellular mechanotransduction pathways clearly highlights the need for directly measuring the forces involved in this process at the molecular level.

3. Single-cell and single-molecule force spectroscopy

Methods for measuring the forces involved in cell adhesion were already developed long before the complex architecture of FAs was established. These methods can roughly be categorized into approaches using isolated cells or purified cell-surface receptors, termed single-cell (SCFS) and single-molecule (SMFS) force spectroscopy, respectively (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Force spectroscopy approaches for quantifying the forces involved in cell adhesion. (A) Single-cell force spectroscopy (SCFS). In the example shown, the tip of an...](image-url)
AFM cantilever is functionalized with cell-binding ligands. To measure adhesion forces, the tip is brought into contact with a cell that adheres to a substrate. (B) Single-molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS). The rupture forces between purified cell-surface receptors and small cell-binding ligands or full-length ECM proteins are measured.

The first SCFS method that was developed for quantifying the intermolecular forces involved in cell adhesion utilized micropipettes. This well-known cell-manipulation tool allows for picking up and immobilizing an individual cell via micropipette suction. The immobilized cell is then brought into contact with a functionalized surface or another cell that adheres to a substrate. Once adhesive contacts have formed, the micropipette is retracted and the adhesion forces are determined. Using the biomembrane force-probe approach, forces ranging from $10^{-2}$-100 pN can be detected. Subsequently, other force spectroscopy techniques such as optical tweezers (~0.1-100 pN force range) and magnetic tweezers (~$10^{-3}$–$10^4$ pN force range) were also used for SCFS measurements. Among all of these techniques, atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based SCFS is the most versatile method for measuring cell adhesion forces due to its large range of detectable forces (~$10^4$ pN) and superior spatial (~1 nm to 100 µm) and temporal (~0.1 s to >10 min) resolution. The AFM further provides the possibility of ramping up the force that acts on a molecular interaction with different rates (i.e. loading rates $r = dF/dt$; see section 7.2 for a more detailed description of the importance of the loading rate).

AFM-based SCFS allows for two basic configurations. The cell, which is adhered to a substrate, is probed with an AFM cantilever that is modified with cell-binding ligands (Figure 2A). These ligands are coupled to the tip either directly or via a micrometer-sized bead attached to a tip-less cantilever. Even though easy to implement, this setup has several disadvantages such as contamination of the functionalized cantilever with cellular material during long measurements. Also, differences in the spreading area and polarization of cells on the surface affect the local density of cell-surface receptors. The preferred strategy is to attach a single cell to the AFM cantilever. The cell is then brought into contact with a substrate that contains either cell-binding ligands or another cell. This strategy eliminates possible differences in the local density of cell-surface receptors as cell spreading on the cantilever is prevented by the size and shape of the cantilever. It can further be controlled using locally functionalized cantilevers that direct cell attachment to pre-defined areas.

All SCFS experiments have in common that the number and specificity of the receptor ligand interactions formed between the cell and the substrate cannot be fully controlled. For example, different integrins can bind to the same ligand and full-length ECM proteins possess more than one integrin-binding site. This leads to rather complicated force-distance curves that contain many overlapping events. These force-distance curves further contain a contribution from the viscoelastic response of the cell body, which has been described with a number of different mechanical models. Even though it is still a challenge to interpret the force signature, it is often possible to extract the desired information when comparing force-distance curves measured in the presence and absence of specific blocking agents (e.g. freely soluble ligands to block one specific receptor).

Using an AFM cantilever functionalized with a linear GRGDSP peptide, the adhesion forces between this peptide and integrins expressed by osteoclasts were measured. As osteoclast
cells mainly express αVβ3 integrins,[55,56] it can be assumed that the measured rupture force of ~42 pN corresponds to the interaction between a single αVβ3 integrin and the GRGDSP peptide (retract velocity between 1-50 µm/s).[57] Later on, many research groups used SCFS for other cell lines and a variety of ligands were used for investigating the adhesion forces of other types of integrin receptors. Examples include collagen I and collagen IV coated substrates used for measuring the adhesion forces to α2β1 integrins of Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells,[58] fibronectin coated substrates for probing the adhesion to α5β1 integrins of K562 cells,[59] as well as vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1) functionalized substrates for measuring the adhesion forces to α4β1 integrins of U937 cells.[60,61] These studies demonstrated a broad range of rupture forces ranging from 20 pN up to ~140 pN depending on the loading rate and the specific integrin-ligand interaction probed (Table 1).

Table 1. Integrin-ligand forces measured using single cell force spectroscopy (SCFS) and single molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Integrin</th>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>Force Range (pN)</th>
<th>Loading Rate Range (pN/s)</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCFS</td>
<td>α2β1</td>
<td>Collagen</td>
<td>38-90</td>
<td>180-8,800</td>
<td>[58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCFS</td>
<td>α5β1</td>
<td>Fibronectin</td>
<td>40-140</td>
<td>20-50,000</td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCFS</td>
<td>α4β1</td>
<td>VCAM-1</td>
<td>20-175</td>
<td>100-100,000</td>
<td>[60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMFS</td>
<td>α4β1</td>
<td>VCAM-1</td>
<td>40-175</td>
<td>150-100,000</td>
<td>[60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMFS</td>
<td>α5β1</td>
<td>GRGDSP</td>
<td>15-109</td>
<td>1,000-305,000</td>
<td>[62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMFS</td>
<td>αIIbβ3</td>
<td>Fibrinogen</td>
<td>20-120</td>
<td>160-16,000</td>
<td>[63]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Molecular forces acting between cell-surface receptors and their ligands have also been determined using AFM-based SMFS (Figure 2B). In this case, purified receptors (or ligands) are immobilized to the AFM cantilever and probed against their respective binding partners on the substrate. After a certain contact time, allowing the receptor-ligand interaction to form, the tip is retracted from the surface until the receptor-ligand bond ruptures. The rupture force is then directly extracted from the recorded force-distance curves. Using purified receptors allows for more control over receptor density and facilitates well-defined single-molecule experiments. A number of different integrin–ligand couples have been analyzed with SMFS, including α5β1–GRGDSP peptide,[62] α4β1–VCAM-1[60] and αIIbβ3–fibrinogen.[63] Similar to the SCFS measurements described above, also these measurements yielded a range of rupture forces (up to ~175 pN), depending on the loading rate used (Table 1). Even though highly powerful, the main concern with SMFS is that cell adhesion molecules are measured isolated from their natural biological context. Considering the recently obtained knowledge about FAs and their many levels of regulation, it appears likely that the removal of these molecules from their native environment might affect their conformation and consequently their functional properties.[64]

Overall, force spectroscopy measurements allow for quantitatively probing single receptor-ligand interactions, although some limitations still exist. Both SCFS and SMFS are time
consuming and probe the interaction under highly artificial conditions. Even when performing measurements with live cells, only a small area on the surface (i.e., the contact area with the cantilever) is exposed to the ligand, stimulating the cell only locally. In their natural environment cells are exposed to ligands and mechanical stimuli in all three dimensions, however. In addition, thermal drift of the AFM cantilever limits the possible contact time to several minutes so that, at best, only the first steps of FA formation can be investigated. AFM measurements further lack the possibility to directly observe the location and dynamics of FA structures and stress fibers, so that efforts have been undertaken to combine AFM with fluorescence microscopy.\[48,49,65,66\]

4. Traction force microscopy
Considering the limitations of SCFS and SMFS, another approach is needed for observing cells optically while they mechanically interact with their surroundings. Traction force microscopy (TFM) provides a powerful solution (Figure 3).\[22\] In TFM experiments, cells are seeded on an elastic substrate that is meant to mimic the mechanical properties of the ECM. Cell-generated forces deform the substrate and the magnitude, direction and localization of the deformation can be observed with a simple optical microscope. Using a substrate that possesses well-characterized elastic properties, the forces can be directly calculated from the deformation. As the basic readout principle is optical, the mechanical experiment can be directly combined with fluorescence microscopy techniques. This allows for the visualization of cellular structures, in particular FAs that have formed at the interface with the elastic substrate.

![Figure 3. Traction force microscopy. (A) Cells are grown on flat elastic substrates that contain fluorescent beads randomly dispersed inside the material. Cellular traction forces are measured as a function of bead displacement. (B) Micropillar array detectors (mPADs) utilize 3D structures that display micrometer-sized elastic pillars. Cells grown on these 3D structures form FAs on top of these pillars. Cellular traction forces lead to pillar bending.](image)

In the very first TFM experiment, cells were grown on a thin, elastic film of crosslinked silicone located on the surface of liquid silicone oil.\[67\] Wrinkling of the film was observed in the surroundings of the cells and it was concluded that cells indeed apply forces on their substrate. Due to the wrinkling behavior of the thin film, it was only possible to semi-quantitatively analyze the data with elasticity theory. To improve the assay readout,
fluorescent latex beads were embedded into a pre-stressed film and the bead movement was followed to detect material deformation (Figure 3A).\(^{[68]}\) This approach allowed for the first quantitative analysis of traction forces exerted by keratocytes on the elastic substrate and the maximum cellular traction forces were estimated to be \(\sim 20,000\ \text{pN}\).

In later experiments, the non-functionalized, hydrophobic silicone substrate was replaced with other elastic substrates such as polyacrylamide (PAA) hydrogels, which are easier to functionalize with cell-binding ligands.\(^{[69]}\) Combining bead imaging with the detection of fluorescently labeled FA proteins allows for correlating cellular structures with the locations of traction force generation.\(^{[70]}\) Using a confocal microscope, bead displacement in the substrate can be observed in 3D and both in-plane (x,y) and normal (z) forces can be determined.\(^{[71,72]}\) It was shown that 3T3 fibroblasts exert traction forces of \(\sim 2,000-5,000\ \text{pN/\mu m}^2\) at the rear end of the cell. It was further observed that cells apply force in all three dimensions equally and that these forces travel into the substrate for a distance of at least 10 \(\mu\)m.\(^{[71]}\)

One key advantage of using PAA for these bead-displacement experiments is the possibility of tuning the substrate stiffness within the physiologically relevant range (100 Pa – 100 kPa).\(^{[73]}\) It has been shown that cellular mechanotransduction mechanisms are affected by the stiffness of the substrate\(^{[11,73]}\) and PAA has become a frequently used material for investigating this interplay between substrate stiffness and cellular behavior. It is crucial to keep in mind, however, that PAA gels of different stiffness possess a different crosslink density and consequently also different pore sizes and slightly different chemical compositions. It is therefore difficult to discriminate between all these effects. In addition, unlike the native ECM, synthetic materials like silicone and PAA are not cleavable by cellular proteases. Recent studies utilizing fluorescent beads embedded into enzyme (e.g. matrix metalloprotease) cleavable matrices have shown that degradation and remodeling of the ECM affects the traction force profile of cells.\(^{[74]}\) Enzyme cleavable matrices were shown to support high degrees of cell spreading and higher traction forces, while matrices restricting cell-mediated degradation exhibited low degrees of spreading leading and low traction forces.

TFM based on micropillar array detectors (mPADs) utilizes a different strategy to alter the elastic properties of the substrate. The micrometer-sized pillars of an mPAD array are arranged in 3D-structures (Figure 3B) made from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). Instead of adjusting the crosslink density, the pillar height and diameter are altered to vary the mechanical properties that affect the cells.\(^{[75]}\) Frequently, the top of the pillars is coated with cell-binding ligands (e.g. fibronectin, collagen) to guide cell attachment to the top of each micropillar.\(^{[75]}\) Visualizing the FA protein vinculin with a fluorescently labeled antibody, it was shown that cellular traction forces were positively correlated with the size of FAs once FA size was larger than 1 \(\mu\)m\(^2\). Some smaller adhesion sites generated disproportionately high forces and it was suggested that these sites resemble earlier adhesion complexes that are not yet fully matured. Further investigations demonstrated that the relationship between force and focal adhesion area is not constant, but depends on substrate stiffness. Depending on the size of an FA (~2-5 \(\mu\)m\(^2\)), REF52 fibroblasts generated forces varying from 3,000 up to \(~80,000\ \text{pN within a stiffness range from 4,700 up to 80,000 pN/\mu m}^2\).\(^{[76]}\)

A large number of TFM experiments have contributed to our knowledge of the magnitude of forces acting at the cell-matrix interface. The strength of TFM clearly lies in the possibility of
visualizing cellular structures so that the size of FAs can be determined easily together with the traction forces applied \textit{via} these structures. It needs to be considered, however, that the spatial resolution is limited to a few micrometers and that many receptor-ligand interactions contribute to the measured displacement. As a consequence, the measured traction forces are usually in the nanonewton (nN) range, which is significantly higher than the receptor-ligand forces determined with SCFS or SMFS.\cite{58-60,62,63} Without a detailed knowledge of the exact number of receptor–ligand bonds formed at a given moment in time, no information about the single-molecular forces can be obtained. Attempts have been made to estimate the number of integrin molecules within one focal adhesion and, consequently, the force acting on one single integrin molecule. The calculated forces range from 1 pN\cite{77} to 30 pN,\cite{3} clearly showing that such estimates are complicated by the highly dynamic nature of FAs where only a small fraction of integrins may be actively involved in force transmission. This is supported by the forces measured with SCFS and SFMS, which span a range from 15-175 pN (Table 1), suggesting that the forces acting on individual integrins may be higher than the forces estimated from TFM experiments. These discrepancies within one technique and between different techniques again highlight the need for new tools that allow for measuring single-molecular forces directly at the cell-matrix interface.

5. First-generation molecular force sensors

The ideal technique for quantifying cell-matrix forces combines the advantages of SCFS/SMFS and TFM. It requires single-molecule force resolution as well as the possibility of observing many individual interactions simultaneously, ideally using a fluorescence readout. We have already proposed in 2003 that individual molecules can be utilized as highly sensitive force sensors.\cite{78} Equipped with a fluorescence readout, these molecular force sensors (MFSs) are sensitive probes that can be used to observe mechanical processes in a highly parallel fashion using a simple optical readout. When introducing this principle, the initial goal was to improve the force resolution of SMFS techniques, which is ultimately limited by thermal fluctuations acting on the AFM cantilever and magnetically or optically trapped beads.\cite{79} It is known that the size of the force probe directly affects the magnitude of thermal fluctuations.\cite{80} Depending on the size of the AFM cantilever, the force resolution is usually between 5-10 pN and cannot be reduced any further due to limitations in the methods employed for cantilever microfabrication. It appeared to be a logical conclusion to use an individual molecule instead, \textit{i.e.} the smallest possible force sensor.

To investigate the feasibility of replacing a macroscopic force sensor with a single molecule, we have replaced the AFM cantilever with a short DNA duplex as a model MFS (Figure 4A). DNA is mechanically well-characterized and the rupture forces of short double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) molecules can be tuned easily depending on their length,\cite{81-83} sequence\cite{84,85} and pulling geometry.\cite{85-88} To implement dsDNA as a MFS, a so-called differential force assay (DFA) was developed where two different dsDNA molecules were directly compared with each other in a molecular tug-of-war.\cite{78,79} Both DNA duplexes under investigation were connected \textit{via} a linker that carried a fluorescent label. This molecular chain was coupled to a glass surface at one end and to an elastic PDMS surface on the other end. When separating the two surfaces, the force acting on the molecular chain builds up until the weaker bond ruptures. For an individual molecular chain, the stronger bond breaks with a lower probability and the
fluorescent label remains on the surface containing the stronger bond. In a real experiment, a large number of individual chains are tested simultaneously and the fluorescence intensity on both surfaces provides a direct readout of the relative stability of the two dsDNA molecules.

**Figure 4. Implementation and application of the differential force assay.** (A) Basic principle of the differential force assay. A macroscopic force probe, here the AFM cantilever, is replaced with a short double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) molecule that acts as a molecular force sensor (MFS). The MFS approach allows for testing many individual molecular interactions simultaneously. (B) One-to-one comparison of different pulling geometries of identical dsDNA sequences. A direct comparison of dsDNA loaded in shear and unzip geometry provides proof that the pulling geometry determines the rupture force of thermodynamically equally stable molecules. (C) Applications of the molecular force assay. DNA-based MFSs have been used for specifically detecting single mismatches (1) as well as a number of different DNA modifications, including the binding of proteins to dsDNA and dsRNA (2). Modifications of the assay have further been used for increasing the specificity of immunoassays (3) and for ‘stamping’ cells with ligands (4).
In a very first proof-of-principle experiment, two dsDNA molecules possessing the same sequence were compared with each other, applying force to one dsDNA molecule in the shear geometry while the other molecule was loaded in the unzip geometry (Figure 4B). When separating the two surfaces, it was observed that the dsDNA molecule loaded in the unzip geometry broke with a significantly higher probability, proving that the dissociation of two thermodynamically identical dsDNA molecule is indeed determined by the applied force. To test the force resolution of the newly developed assay, the same dsDNA sequence (perfect match; PM) was subsequently compared to a sequence with one single base-pair mismatch (MM), applying force to both dsDNA molecules in the shear geometry (Figure 4C-1). The different rupture probabilities of the two dsDNA molecules under investigation were clearly resolved as a result of this direct comparison of their mechanical stabilities. Such small differences can usually not be resolved using AFM-based SMFS, as they lie within the force resolution of the measurement. [79]

In addition to the detection of single base-pair mismatches, this sensitive method was then successfully applied for the detection of other small modifications of the DNA sequence such as methylation [89] and hydroxymethylation [90]. The DFA method is further applicable for measuring DNA-ligand binding (Figure 4C-2) in crowded and complex molecular environments with a broad affinity range from picomolar (pM) to millimolar (mM). [91-94] For example, it has been used for detecting the interaction and activity of different ligands and binding partners such as small molecules [91,95], polyamides [92,94,96], transcription factors [97] and nucleases [93-95,98] with DNA, as well as with RNA. [95] To provide the density needed for high-throughput applications, the system was further improved by using a miniaturization strategy [93,94] or combining the DFA with a microfluidic chip [98].

DNA-based MFSs have not only been used for the detection of a number of different DNA modifications and interactions. The parallelization capacity of the DFA was further applied for the characterization of protein-protein interactions, especially antibody-antigen interactions. [78,99-102] In particular, using a dsDNA molecule loaded in the unzip geometry, this MFS was used to implement a force-based sandwich immunoassay in a double-chip format (Figure 4C-3). [78,99-101] One chip (the glass surface) contained specific capture antibodies to bind the antigen from solution. The second chip (the PDMS surface) carried the corresponding detection antibodies attached via the MFS. Upon contact of the two surfaces, the detection antibody specifically bound to its antigen and remained bound at this position when the two surfaces where separated. With this strategy, the detection antibodies were ‘Stamped’ onto the antigen-containing surface only locally, utilizing the second chip. As no detection antibodies were freely diffusing in solution, non-specific binding was prevented. In addition, the attachment of the detection antibodies to the second chip via the MFS introduces a force threshold that can potentially be tuned to discriminate a specific antibody-antigen interaction from non-specific binding. The high local concentration of detection antibodies is therefore considered to increase both the specificity and the sensitivity of the assay, which are critical parameters for multiplexed sandwich immunoassays. In addition, its compatibility with standard biochip formats allowed the use for diagnostic applications in a simple and straightforward manner. Lastly, the DFA has also been utilized as a live-cell method for screening the expression of cell-surface receptors and for determining the relative binding strengths between different cell-surface receptors and their ligands (Figure 4C-4). [103] It
should be noted at this point that the DFA method only provides a relative comparison of binding strengths. A detection of absolute force values requires a mechanical calibration of the MFS with single-molecule force spectroscopy before it is used in the DFA. The rupture force of an unknown interaction can then either be estimated from the rupture probabilities\textsuperscript{[104]} or alternatively from comparing the unknown interaction with a series of sensors that possess different rupture forces (mechanical analogue-digital conversion).\textsuperscript{[103]}

In parallel to the development of the DFA, efforts have been undertaken to combine SMFS with single molecule fluorescence detection.\textsuperscript{[66,105-107]} With the goal of integrating optical tweezers measurements with a fluorescence readout, the force-induced dissociation of short, fluorescently labeled dsDNA molecules was investigated.\textsuperscript{[105,106]} Just as in the DFA principle, the tested dsDNA molecule dissociated into two-components so that its mechanical response could be tested only once. Using a FRET-labeled DNA hairpin, opening and closing is reversible and the conformation of the molecule can be read out continuously while reporting on the applied force.\textsuperscript{[108]} Even though no application of the investigated DNA molecules as MFSs was proposed initially, this work is a crucial contribution for the development of the field. It shows that a mechanical process can be sensitively read out optically in real time at the single-molecule level. It further introduces strategies for the integration of optical tweezers with single-molecule fluorescence detection, which has become a powerful technological platform for MFS calibration. As an alternative to the DNA hairpin, also other mechanosensitive modules have been equipped with a continuous optical readout, followed by a systematic investigation using a combination of magnetic tweezers and single-molecule fluorescence.\textsuperscript{[107,109]} Random coil polymers, such as ssDNA or polyethylene glycol, act as entropic springs and their mechanical extension can be followed using a FRET pair. The implementation of this type of MFS has, for example, been used for measuring the forces acting within DNA loops that consist of single stranded and double stranded segments. All together, these studies demonstrate the possibility of utilizing the mechanical response of individual molecules for the highly sensitive detection of mechanical processes in a large number of different applications. These early MFS prototypes have set the stage for the implementation of DNA-based MFSs that are now becoming more and more widely used for cell biology applications.

6. Molecular force sensors for investigating cellular mechanotransduction

Following these initial experiments using molecular force sensors (MFSs), many new MFS designs have been developed for applications in both materials science and biology.\textsuperscript{[66]} It is not our goal to provide a complete overview of all these designs, but rather to highlight the MFSs that have been used for investigating the mechanical aspects of cellular mechanotransduction. MFSs have been used on the extracellular side for investigating the interaction between transmembrane receptors (e.g. integrins) and their ligands as well as on the intracellular side for determining the forces acting on different FA components. In contrast to the experiments described above, the direction of the applied force is less defined when measuring cell-generated forces, which can act parallel or perpendicular to the cell surface. As directional information is not available, the term molecular tension sensor is now frequently used for cellular applications.\textsuperscript{[110-112]} It should be noted, however, that the direction of the force acting on the sensor itself is not altered. The sensor will always align in the
direction of the applied force and its response mechanism is not affected. For consistency throughout the manuscript the term molecular force sensor (MFS) is still used whenever the focus is on mechanistic aspects and directional information is not of primary importance.

**Figure 5. Design principles of molecular force sensors (MFSs).** (A) Two-component MFS utilizing dsDNA oligonucleotides. One oligonucleotide is coupled to the substrate and the second oligonucleotide is functionalized with a cell-binding ligand (e.g. a RGD peptide). The DNA duplex ruptures when the cells apply sufficient force via their cell-surface receptors (e.g. integrins). The oligonucleotide that carries the cell-binding ligand is further labeled with a fluorophore. Cell-generated forces break the DNA duplex, leading to the detachment of the cells together with the fluorescently labeled probe and, consequently, a loss of fluorescence from the substrate. (B) One-component MFS utilizing a mechanoresponsive module (e.g. a DNA hairpin). The hairpin is functionalized with one fluorophore and a quencher that undergo Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET). When sufficient force is applied, the DNA hairpin opens, leading to a change in the FRET efficiency and, consequently, an increase in donor fluorescence.

Current sensor designs can be divided into two categories: (i) two-component MFSs that utilize the same detection principle as the DNA duplexes described above, i.e. these MFSs break once the applied force exceeds a threshold value (Figure 5A). (ii) one-component MFSs that utilize a mechanoresponsive module, such as a DNA hairpin or a polymeric entropic spring. This module is inserted into a chain of molecules under tension where it acts as a spring and reports on the force acting along the chain (Figure 5B). To date, two-component MFSs have only been used on the extracellular side, whereas one-component MFSs have been employed both intra- and extracellularly.

6.1 Two-component sensors for extracellular force measurements
Extracellular MFS designs are generally equipped with a cell-binding ligand to allow for the specific interaction of cells with the MFSs. At the same time, the MFSs are immobilized on a substrate surface (Figure 5). When cells are seeded on top of a MFS-functionalized surface,
cell surface receptors start to engage with the cell-binding ligands and, consequently, the cells start to apply traction forces on the MFSs. In the case of a two-component MFS, the sensor breaks once the applied force exceeds the stability limit of the MFS (Figure 5A). If cells are able to generate forces larger than the mechanical stability of the MFS, they disintegrate the MFS and cannot attach to the surface. In contrast, cells are able to mechanically interact with the surface when the mechanical stability of the MFS is sufficiently high, allowing cells to adhere and grow. Using this experimental strategy consequently allows for directly testing the threshold force required for cell attachment.

In a first proof-of-principle experiment by Ha and coworkers, dsDNA-based MFSs were used to determine the threshold force required for the attachment of $\alpha_v\beta_3$ integrins to cRGDFK ligands. Making use of the fact that the rupture force of dsDNA depends on the pulling geometry (shear vs. unzip; Figure 4B), a set of 9 different MFSs, termed ‘tension gauge tethers’ (TGTs), was designed. The TGT sensors break at different forces in the range from $\sim$12-56 pN. The pulling geometry was determined by simply attaching the dsDNA molecule to the substrate at different positions. The estimated threshold force for anchoring the TGT in the unzip geometry was $\sim$12 pN, while it was about $\sim$56 pN in the shear geometry (force predicted at which 50 % of dsDNA molecules rupture when mechanically loaded for 2 seconds). Intermediate attachment positions yielded additional rupture forces to cover the range between these two extremes. Using CHO-K1 cells and 3T3 fibroblasts, it was shown that cells are only able to adhere to the substrate if the mechanical stability of the TGT was at least $\sim$40 pN. This threshold value was later confirmed with a number of other non-cancerous as well as cancerous cell lines.

In this first experiment, cell growth was the only readout parameter used to monitor the interaction of the cells with the TGTs. In later experiments, this sensor design was equipped with a fluorescent readout (Figure 5A). A fluorophore was coupled to the sensor component that carries the cell-binding ligand. Upon rupture of the TGTs, this component detached from the surface, leading to a loss of the fluorescence signal at the positions where the cells interacted with the TGTs. It was observed that TGTs with a low mechanical stability (<40 pN) were ruptured everywhere on the surface. Cells continuously pull on these TGTs and cannot attach, as the TGTs do not provide the possibility for forming stable focal adhesions. In contrast, rupture was mostly observed in designated areas when using the TGT with a predicted stability of 56 pN. These areas were correlated with the positions of FAs and stress fibers, suggesting that their formation requires at least 56 pN of tension across integrin-ligand bonds. Interestingly, a homogeneous loss of the fluorescence signal was detected for the TGT with a predicted stability of 43 pN where cell attachment was already seen. Under these conditions no FAs and stress fibers formed, however, suggesting that this force represents the integrin–ligand force for the initial stages of cell attachment. This experiment was then further refined using a mixture of two fluorescently labeled TGTs that rupture at different forces (12 pN and 56 pN, respectively). While cells did not attach to a surface functionalized only with the ‘low force’ TGT, they were able to do so if a very small amount of the ‘high force’ TGT was co-immobilized on the surface. Most likely 1-2 ‘high force’ TGT molecules per cell are sufficient to facilitate cell attachment, indicating that cells are extremely sensitive when detecting the mechanical properties of their surroundings.
The developed set of two-component MFSs represents a highly versatile toolbox for measuring tension acting between cell-surface receptors and their ligands. Additional experiments have been performed to characterize the mechanics of the Notch receptor, the B-cell and T-cell receptors as well as E-cadherin and P-Selectin. At the same time, these TGT sensors can also be used for studying mechanotransduction mechanisms. It is still a matter of debate how global material properties (such as stiffness) and local mechanical stimuli (such as locally acting forces) contribute to the regulation of cell behavior. Two-component MFSs limit the maximum force that is applied to a single cell-surface receptor and, consequently, allow for dissecting these different contributions. Moreover, also the nature of the linkage between the substrate and the cell-binding ligand can be varied. In a series of elegant experiments, the TGTs were immobilized on a solid glass surface via PEG spacers of different length. Alternatively, the TGTs were attached to polyacrylamide or alginate gels of different stiffness. Even though no unambiguous answer could be obtained, the results of these experiments suggest the involvement of both global and local factors for determining cellular behavior.

6.2 One-component sensors for extracellular force measurements

The prototype examples described in section 5 inspired the subsequent development of one-component MFSs for cell biology applications. The key feature of these one-component MFS designs is a mechanosensitive module that responds to an applied force in a well-defined way (Figure 5B). For extracellular force measurements the mechanosensitive module is functionalized with a cell-binding ligand and a functional group that allows for its immobilization to the substrate surface. The module is further equipped with two chromophores forming a FRET pair. In this design, the FRET efficiency is a sensitive reporter of the mechanically induced elongation of the mechanosensitive module and, consequently, of the applied force.

Table 2. Technical properties of one-component MFSs used for extracellular force measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Force Range</th>
<th>Sensor Calibration</th>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Readout</th>
<th>Reference(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEGₙ</td>
<td>entropic</td>
<td>~1-30 pN</td>
<td>Calculated from WLC model</td>
<td>FRET</td>
<td>analog (continuous)</td>
<td>[111,124,125]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEGₙ</td>
<td>entropic</td>
<td>~1-30 pN</td>
<td>Calculated from WLC model</td>
<td>NSET</td>
<td>analog (continuous)</td>
<td>[126,127]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flagelliform (GPGGA)ₙ</td>
<td>linear spring</td>
<td>~1-7 pN</td>
<td>SMFS (optical tweezers)</td>
<td>FRET</td>
<td>analog (continuous)</td>
<td>[31,110,128]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA hairpin</td>
<td>unfolding</td>
<td>~6-17 pN</td>
<td>SMFS (optical tweezers)</td>
<td>FRET</td>
<td>digital (ON-OFF)</td>
<td>[129]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA hairpin</td>
<td>unfolding</td>
<td>~5-16 pN</td>
<td>SMFS (BFP)</td>
<td>FRET</td>
<td>digital (ON-OFF)</td>
<td>[119,130]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>titin</td>
<td>unfolding</td>
<td>~80-200 pN</td>
<td>SMFS (AFM)</td>
<td>NSET</td>
<td>kinetic</td>
<td>[131]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FRET: Förster resonance energy transfer; NSET: nanometal surface energy transfer; WLC: worm-like chain; BFP: bio-membrane force probe; AFM: atomic force microscope
To date, different mechanosensitive modules have been used, employing synthetic polymers, DNA hairpins or peptide and protein structures (Table 2). Synthetic polymers such as polyethylene glycol (PEG) are powerful mechanosensitive building blocks as they are mechanically well-characterized. Their force vs. extension characteristics can be described with known polymer models, such as the worm-like chain (WLC) or freely-jointed chain (FJC) models. The force vs. extension relationship allows for directly correlating the FRET efficiency with the force acting on the MFS. Using the extensible WLC model for PEG (and considering the Förster radius of the FRET pair), a dynamic force range between 1-30 pN is expected depending on the length of the PEG building block (PEG12-PEG80).

In a first proof-of-principle experiment by Salaita and coworkers, the PEG building block was functionalized with epidermal growth factor (EGF) to determine the forces involved in the internalization of the EGF receptor. The EGF-functionalized PEG chain was further equipped with a donor-quencher pair and immobilized to a glass surface using the streptavidin–biotin interaction. When growing cells on top of the resulting tension sensor-functionalized surface, a threshold of 4 pN was detected for the EGF–receptor interaction. The same design was later used in a series of other experiments to determine the forces acting between αvβ3 integrins and several integrin ligands, including the cRGDFK peptide. Following the fluorescence intensity over extended periods of time, revealed that tension acting across one single integrin bond can dissociate the streptavidin–biotin interaction that was used for tethering the sensor to the surface. This result clearly suggests that integrin–ligand interactions can withstand extremely high forces, a result that is consistent with those obtained with the two-component dsDNA-based sensors described above and from SCFS and SMFS experiments. These results highlight that non-covalent interactions should be avoided when immobilizing MFSs to the substrate.

To overcome this stability problem, a new immobilization method was implemented. PEG-based sensors carrying a terminal thiol group were attached to gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) deposited on a surface. Utilizing AuNPs did not only provide a more robust immobilization method, but also eliminated the need for a FRET acceptor. Donor fluorescence is quenched via nanometal surface energy transfer (NSET), providing better signal-to-noise ratios and a larger distance range for energy transfer. Initial experiments with this improved design yielded only average integrin–ligand forces of ~1 pN, contradicting the above results. The system further allowed for investigating the effect of ligand spacing by adjusting the distance between AuNPs in the array. These results have shown that a large ligand spacing (100 nm) prevents the formation of FAs and stress fibers and that the integrin-ligand forces do not exceed 3 pN. In contrast, FAs are formed if the ligand spacing is 50 nm and the forces reach up to values of 6-12 pN. Again, comparably low forces were detected even though the previously described increase following FA and stress fiber formation was also observed in this experiment. One possible explanation for these discrepancies is that the number of MFSs that are mechanically coupled to an integrin receptor is not known. The fluorescence signal, however, is obtained from the ensemble of all available (mechanically coupled and non-coupled) sensor molecules. Alternatively, the force distribution across different integrin–ligand bonds may be heterogeneous in space and time. Only a small number
of integrins may be able to apply high forces that lead to the observed rupture of strong non-covalent bonds.[116]

With the PEG-based sensor design it is not possible to test this hypothesis as the continuous (analog) ensemble readout averages over a large number of integrin–ligand interactions in the optical detection volume. To address this issue, FRET-labeled tension sensors were diluted with non-labeled sensors with the goal of observing the FRET-labeled sensors with single-molecule resolution.[128] For this experiment a (GPGGA)$_8$ peptide, derived from the spider silk protein flagelliform,[110] was used as the mechanosensitive module (described in more detail in section 6.3). Again, forces ranging from 1-5 pN were observed with this system. This result strongly suggests that the majority of sensors are indeed only loaded with forces of maximally 5 pN and that high force events are so rare that they could not be identified.

Another solution to the ensemble averaging problem may be the use of digital one-component MFSs that possess only one ON (high FRET) and one OFF (low FRET) state. Using this strategy, the relative fraction of sensors in either state can be directly calculated from the FRET efficiency of the ensemble. DNA hairpins fulfill all criteria of digital MFSs.[129,130] Provided that the hairpin is short enough, it unfolds cooperatively when mechanically stretched,[132] thereby providing a force threshold that can be tuned in a sequence dependent manner (~5-16 pN; corresponding to the force where 50% of the hairpins are unfolded in a force clamp experiment). Quantitative imaging with these sensors revealed that the integrin–ligand forces were highly dynamic and heterogeneous and that a significant number of integrin–ligand forces exceeded the force threshold of the sensor. Due to the limited force range of the hairpins, the highest possible integrin–ligand forces could not be determined, however. Subsequently, a digital one-component MFS based on the mechanically well-characterized protein titin was developed.[131] Titin unfolds at forces from ~150-300 pN (determined from AFM-based single-molecule force spectroscopy at different pulling speeds ranging from ~0.01-10 µm/s[133,134]), thereby covering the high force range. Titin unfolding observed in this experiment confirmed the previous results that integrins are indeed able to apply high forces.

Even though the currently available results obtained from extracellular sensors appear partially inconsistent, a number of conclusions can be drawn that link all observations together. Ensemble and time-averaged forces from MFSs and a number of other experiments yield integrin–ligand forces ranging from <1 pN up to ~10 pN.[3] This does not exclude, however, that a small number of integrins in the population can experience much higher forces and that the forces experienced may vary over time. One next step is clearly to investigate these heterogeneities and to unravel the functional relevance of these high force interactions. It should be noted here, that discrepancies between the absolute force values determined with different MFSs may also originate from different calibration methods and the lack of knowledge of the cell-applied loading rate. A more detailed discussion of these practical limitations is given in section 7.

### 6.3. One-component sensors for intracellular force measurements

The forces acting on the extracellular side propagate intracellularly, where they distribute across FA proteins and the cytoskeleton. Understanding intracellular force transduction requires MFSs that can be integrated into these ‘host’ protein structures as a ‘guest’ without
disturbing their biological function. For this purpose, genetically encoded MFSs have been developed, where a mechanosensitive module is inserted into a protein of interest. Just as for the one-component sensors used extracellularly, the mechanosensitive building block is again equipped with a fluorescent reporter system that converts molecular forces into optical signals. In contrast to extracellular MFSs, fluorescent proteins are used that are encoded as a fusion protein together with the MFSs.

**Table 3.** Technical properties of one-component MFSs used for intracellular force measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Force Range</th>
<th>Sensor Calibration</th>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Readout</th>
<th>Reference(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α-helix</td>
<td>extension or unfolding</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>DNA spring</td>
<td>dFRET</td>
<td>analog (continuous)</td>
<td>[135,136]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFP-cpGFP</td>
<td>physical interaction</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>PRIM</td>
<td>digital (ON-OFF)</td>
<td>[137,138]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flagelliform (GPGGA)ₙ</td>
<td>linear spring</td>
<td>1-6 pN</td>
<td>SMFS (optical tweezers)</td>
<td>dFRET</td>
<td>analog (continuous)</td>
<td>[110]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spectrin</td>
<td>extension or unfolding</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>DNA spring</td>
<td>dFRET</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>[139]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP pair</td>
<td>reorientation</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>DNA spring</td>
<td>oFRET</td>
<td>analog (continuous)</td>
<td>[140]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>villin headpiece</td>
<td>unfolding</td>
<td>1-10 pN</td>
<td>SMFS (optical tweezers)</td>
<td>dFRET</td>
<td>analog (continuous)</td>
<td>[141]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FP: fluorescent protein; cpGFP: circularly permuted green fluorescent protein; dFRET: distance-dependent Förster resonance energy transfer; oFRET: orientation-dependent Förster resonance energy transfer; PRIM: proximity imaging

To date, three different strategies have been employed to generate the optical readout signal (Table 3). The most frequently used strategy is distance-dependent FRET (dFRET) between two fluorescent proteins, in the same way as for extracellular one-component MFSs. The FRET efficiency can further be modulated by mechanically-induced changes in the orientation of two chromophores (oFRET) and this principle has also been implemented for MFS design. Lastly, two fluorescent proteins can physically interact by dimerization, thereby changing their spectral properties; a phenomenon utilized in proximity imaging (PRIM). When mechanically stretched, the two fluorescent proteins dissociate and the fluorescent properties match those of the monomer. In the following, we will only focus on MFSs that utilize the dFRET strategy, as the other sensors have not been utilized for investigating mechanotransduction mechanisms, but rather cytoskeletal forces generated by other cellular processes.

Focusing on the dFRET strategy, the first example of an intracellular one-component MFS for the live-cell imaging of intracellular forces was created by Sachs and coworkers. A stable α-helix was equipped with a N-terminal and a C-terminal fluorescent protein and inserted into a number of different proteins such as α-actinin, spectrin and filamin A. Using this MFS, it was shown qualitatively that the FRET efficiency of the MFS changes at the leading and trailing edge when cells move. An attempt was made to calibrate the applied force vs. the FRET efficiency, using a so-called DNA spring. The dynamic force range was estimated
to span the range up to ~5-7 pN. This can only be considered as a semi-quantitative calibration, however, as a large number of assumptions have been made when calculating the equilibrium force that is applied by the DNA spring.

With the goal of creating a MFS that matches the compliance of the host protein, the α-helix was later replaced by a spectrin repeat, composed of three folded α-helices. The force response of the new MFS was again estimated using the DNA spring and the MFS was shown to be sensitive in a range up to ~5-7 pN. Using AFM-based SMFS, however, spectrin was recently shown to unfold at forces between 20-40 pN. Inserted into the FA protein α-actinin, it was subsequently used for investigating the mechanical stress across this protein at FA sites when cells were exposed to osmotic stress or shear stress and when grown on micropatterned surfaces. Most interestingly, the sensor was used for investigating possible tension across α-actinin during FA growth. It was shown that α-actinin is indeed involved in force transduction between integrins and actin. In fact, the force acting on α-actinin increased during FA growth, suggesting that α-actinin is involved in the regulation of FA size.

The first fully calibrated MFS developed for intracellular applications was introduced by Grashoff and coworkers. The mechanosensitive building block consisted of the 40 amino acid long sequence (GPGGA)\(_8\) derived from the spider silk protein flagelliform. Again, the MFS module was inserted between two different fluorescent proteins, forming a FRET pair. As the mechanical response of the peptide sequence was initially unknown, it was calibrated using an optical tweezers setup combined with single-molecule fluorescence detection. In this way, a direct correlation between the applied force and the resulting FRET efficiency could be established. During cyclic stretching with the optical tweezers the peptide showed a reversible response with a dynamic force range of ~1-6 pN and a linear force extension curve. The MFS, also called ‘tension sensor module’ (TSMod), was inserted into the FA protein vinculin and the average force acting on vinculin was determined to be ~2.5 pN. Interestingly, this force lies in the same range as the average force that has been determined for integrin–ligand interactions on the extracellular side as determined with extracellular one-component MFSs. It was further observed that this force varied within a certain range between different FAs.

Having established the functionality of TSMod and having confirmed that is does not alter wildtype function, it was subsequently used for investigating the force distribution across vinculin in more detail. For example, femtosecond laser nanosurgery was employed to cut individual stress fibers and to follow the subsequent redistribution of the mechanical load at different FAs. It was shown that tension is not redistributed across FAs homogeneously, but that some FAs (i.e. vinculin molecules) feel higher tension, while it decreases on others. In a more detailed study, the size of FAs was followed over time while also measuring the tension on vinculin. This experiment also confirmed that the FA population is heterogeneous. For the majority of FAs an increased vinculin tension was correlated with FA growth, however, other FAs were identified where FA growth and vinculin tension were negatively correlated. Interestingly, medium sized FAs showed a positive correlation, while a negative correlation was determined for both small and large FAs. This result clearly shows that tension acting across vinculin is highly dependent on the functional state of the FA.
Since its introduction, TSMod has not only been used for studying tension across vinculin. It has also been inserted into a large number of other proteins that are considered to experience mechanical forces, such as E-cadherin, VE-cadherin, PECAM, spectrin and MUC-1. While it has mostly been applied in cell culture experiments, it has also already been used in living organisms such as C. elegans.

One crucial limitation of TSMod is its very small force range between 1-6 pN. Considering the wide distribution of forces detected extracellularly, clearly new MFSs with an extended force range are required for intracellular applications. A new MFS design, based on the villin headpiece peptide (HP35), was introduced recently and calibrated using optical tweezers. For calibration, the equilibrium force was determined where 50% of the peptide is unfolded. For the wildtype peptide a force of 7.4 pN was determined, indicating that its dynamic range is shifted to higher forces, when compared to TSMod. In addition, a stabilized mutant (HP35st) was tested and found to unfold at an equilibrium force of 10.6 pN. The new sensors were then used for measuring tension acting on the key FA protein talin. It was inserted between the unstructured linker region connecting the head and rod domains of mouse talin-1 and talin-2. It was shown that talin is mechanically loaded with an average tension of 7-10 pN, again showing agreement with the average forces detected for integrin-ligand interactions.

Overall, intracellular one-component MFSs have been used for measuring forces acting on three crucial FA proteins, namely α-actinin, vinculin and talin. For vinculin and talin, where a calibrated MFS has been used, the forces maximally reach up to 10 pN. These forces match the average forces that have been determined for integrin-ligand interactions. Considering that a heterogeneous force distribution has already been observed for the FA protein vinculin, it appears likely that the molecular forces acting on the intracellular side are equally broad. Even though the average forces at the intra- and extracellular sides seem to match, these results should still be interpreted with care as the stoichiometry between different FA proteins is not clear in many cases, e.g. talin can bind many molecules of vinculin in its activated state.

### 7. General considerations for the design and application of molecular force sensors

In recent years many different MFS designs have been introduced for biological applications, mostly in the area of cell biology. They have clearly evolved into powerful tools for studying molecular mechanisms and novel information about FA mechanics has been obtained. Even though several general principles – including functional, spatial and temporal FA heterogeneities – have been established, the measurement of absolute force values has remained a challenge. In many cases, the dynamic range of the MFS is rather small and MFSs have either not been calibrated or different methods were used for their calibration.

#### 7.1 Force range and MFS calibration

A large diversity of different building blocks has been used for the design of MFSs. The majority of MFSs, however, can only report on forces up to maximally ~60 pN. The only exception is the recently introduced titin-based MFS (150-300 pN). No MFS design is currently available that fills the gap or even spans the complete force range accessible to
biological systems. Extending the force range of a certain MFS design is also not an easy task. The rupture force of dsDNA-based force sensors, for example, plateaus at a force of ~65 pN where the DNA molecule undergoes an unfolding transition (B-S transition). Increasing the rupture force above this value is not possible when using the 4 natural bases A, T, C and G, but may be achieved when using a peptide nucleic acid (PNA) backbone or when substituting individual pyrimidine bases with their propynyl derivatives. All currently used intracellular MFSs employ fluorescent proteins for the FRET readout. The MFSs are designed such that the force travels through the fluorescent proteins. This is not a problem for MFSs that are responsive in the low force range, where the fluorescent proteins are mechanically stable. Mechanically induced unfolding of the β-barrel structure fluorescent proteins occurs at forces >80 pN, however, so that new fluorescent labeling strategies using organic fluorophores will be required for these experiments.

The next step following MFS design is to calibrate its mechanical response and to correlate it to the fluorescence signal. In many cases an accurate calibration has not yet been obtained. Some MFS building blocks are mechanically well-characterized, such as PEG and dsDNA. PEG is usually described with the worm-like chain (WLC) model, allowing for a straightforward calculation of its force extension behavior. In this case a straightforward calibration of the optical signal (change in FRET efficiency) vs. the applied force can be achieved. Also for dsDNA oligonucleotides loaded in the shear geometry a model has been proposed by De Gennes, treating dsDNA as a 2-dimensional ladder. The model predictions have later been experimentally verified with a force clamp magnetic tweezers experiment. Using this model, the mechanical stability of the two-component dsDNA-based MFSs (i.e. the TGTs) was calculated. Recently, a more accurate 3D model was developed, however. The improved model confirms the rupture forces calculated for the pure shear and unzip geometries, but yields significantly lower forces for the intermediate geometries. These discrepancies show that an experimental calibration should be performed even for mechanically well-characterized molecules. A calibration is absolutely essential for mechanical building blocks with an unknown mechanical response, such as the flagelliform or villin headpiece peptides. To do so, an integrated single-molecule force-fluorescence setup was used, which is clearly the best strategy to obtain the calibration.

Even though efforts have been made in many cases to obtain at least a semi-quantitative calibration, it needs to be considered that the force values given have been determined with different methods. For the previously mentioned dsDNA oligonucleotides the calculated mechanical stability represents the minimum force that needs to be applied to rupture the dsDNA molecule within 2 seconds, whereas the forces given for flagelliform, HP35/HP35st and the DNA hairpin sensors represent the equilibrium force, where 50 % of the MFS molecules are in the unfolded/extended state (measured in force clamp optical tweezers experiments). Considering these different calibration methods, it is most likely not possible to directly compare the obtained force values.

7.2 Stability and kinetics of bonds under force

When performing the calibration, it needs to be considered that force is not an intrinsic property of a molecule or a molecular interaction. It does not only depend on the free energy
\( \Delta G \) of the molecular process (Figure 6), but also on the temperature \( T \) and the rate of force application (i.e. the loading rate). According to Bell’s model\(^{[161]} \) the energy barrier \( \Delta G \) is lowered by the applied force \( F \) (Eq. 1), thereby speeding up the process under investigation (e.g. bond dissociation).

\[
\Delta G(F) = \Delta G - k_B T \ln \left( \frac{r}{k_0} \frac{\Delta x}{k_B T} \right)
\]

(1)

with \( k(F) \) being the rate of the mechanically accelerated reaction, \( \nu \) the attempt frequency, \( \Delta x \) the distance between the ground and the transition state (i.e. the potential width) and \( k_B \) the Boltzmann constant.

As barrier crossing is a thermally assisted process, bond rupture generally depends on the loading rate \( r = dF/dt \) as described in detail by Evans.\(^{[162,163]} \) According to the frequently used Bell-Evans model, the force \( F \) depends on the loading rate as described in Eq. 2.

\[
F(r) = k_B T \ln \left( \frac{r}{k_0 k_B T} \right)
\]

(2)

with \( k_0 \) representing the rate of the reaction at zero force.

**Figure 6. Effect of force on the free energy landscape of a molecular process.** Assuming a simple two-state system, the applied force \( F \) lowers the energy barrier \( \Delta G \) of the reaction by the amount \(-Fx\) so that the molecular process is accelerated.

When calibrating a MFS, it is consequently important to consider the real biological situation, in particular the loading rate (and the temperature). The loading rate, which acts at individual integrins in focal adhesions, is not known. It may further dynamically change over time and also the timescale that the molecules are subjected to load may vary. The loading rate is difficult to measure directly and Sheetz and coworkers have provided an estimate of 0.007-4 pN/s.\(^{[3]} \) This range is large and far below the loading rate range usually applied in SMFS. One strategy to avoid these complications with MFS calibration is to use MFSs that do not show any or only a very weak loading rate dependence. This is the case when the mechanically induced reaction is reversible on the experimentally accessible timescale, i.e. when the backward rate is faster than the rate of force application. Such quasi-equilibrium processes are frequently observed for reactions that occur at low forces where many small molecular rearrangements occur sequentially. This includes the mechanical extension of polymers, such as PEG, as well as the unzipping of dsDNA.\(^{[88]} \) It may equally be the case for the stretching of the flagelliform\(^{[110]} \) and villin headpiece\(^{[141]} \) peptides.
Processes that occur at higher forces do usually involve high-energy barriers so that the reaction is not reversible on the experimental timescale. In fact, most mechanically induced processes show a strong loading rate dependence. Considering that the loading rates in the biological systems are very low, one may assume a constantly applied force acting on the MFS. As an approximation, it may therefore be sufficient to determine the force where 50% of the MFSs become active in a force clamp experiment, as it has been done for the dsDNA-based MFSs\textsuperscript{112,129} as well as for the flagelliform\textsuperscript{110} and villin headpiece\textsuperscript{141} peptides. For an unknown, newly developed MFSs a full calibration at different loading rates is recommended, however, as this allows for the extraction of the full set of parameters that describe the MFSs (see Eq. 2), \textit{i.e.} the rate of the process at zero force ($k_0$) and the potential width ($\Delta x$). For a fully calibrated system, the rupture force can then be calculated for any loading rate and temperature relevant for the biological system under investigation. Once these parameters are available, also the lifetime of individual MFSs can be used to extract the force, instead of the fraction of MFSs that have been activated. This strategy has recently been implemented using a disulfide locked titin domain as an MFS where the lifetime of the disulfide bond was used to obtain information about the applied force acting on the molecule.\textsuperscript{131}

Considering the above limitations in the MFS force range and the lack of knowledge of the loading rate in biological systems, variations in the absolute force values appear very likely. Even though the results obtained seem to provide a consistent picture of the forces acting at FAs, it cannot be fully ruled out that the variations in the measured forces are simply the result of MFS calibration errors. At the current stage, a new fully calibrated MFS design is urgently needed that spans the complete force range from 2-200 pN. This new design will allow for a more detailed investigation of spatial and temporal heterogeneities in the forces that act across single integrins.

8. Summary and perspectives

The quickly developing field of molecular force sensors (MFSs) is continuously providing new tools for investigating the molecular mechanisms of cellular mechanotransduction, with a special focus on mechanical processes at focal adhesions (FAs). Current results suggest that the forces acting at FA sites span a large range, and that they are heterogeneous in space and time. Even though this seems to emerge as a general principle, calibration errors of the MFSs may contribute to the variations in the absolute force values detected. One may argue that the knowledge of absolute force values may not be essential for mechanistic studies; however, they will be essential for the comparison of results. It is therefore crucial for the further development of the field to calibrate the MFSs and to gain more insight into the loading rates acting at FA sites. Also, new MFSs will have be developed that span a larger force range so that the complete range of forces can be measured in one and the same experiment. Especially for intracellularly used MFSs this will be a challenging task, as the MFSs must not interfere with the function of the host protein and new readout strategies will have to be implemented. When developing new MFSs for the extracellular side, protein building blocks are preferred. DNA does not naturally exist in the extracellular microenvironment. Introducing foreign DNA to cells might affect the cellular response in an ambiguous way and the results may conflict with the usual behavior of cells within their natural ECM.
Apart from these limitations, most currently available MFSs have been designed for investigating cell-ECM interactions in two-dimensional (2D) cell culture assays using solid substrates, most commonly glass surfaces with an elastic modulus reaching up to gigapascal (GPa) values. In natural tissues, cells experience a three-dimensional (3D) environment with different stiffness values (e.g. $E_{\text{brain}} \sim 1 \text{kPa}$, $E_{\text{muscle}} \sim 10 \text{kPa}$, $E_{\text{collagenous bone}} \sim 100 \text{kPa}$\textsuperscript{[11]}). Clearly, as an ultimate goal, the power of MFSs needs to be combined with the materials science point of view. This crucial next step towards the development of 3D platforms will allow for investigating molecular force transduction in an environment that mimics the natural ECM more closely.

The toolkit of MFSs allows for a large number of interesting combinations with other techniques used for studying mechanotransduction. One obvious combination is with traction force microscopy where it will allow for correlating the average force on a given area with molecular information. The combination with TFM will further add directionality information that is missing when using MFSs alone. Also, integrating MFS detection with 2D and 3D micro- and nano-structures will provide new insights into the interplay between geometrical and mechanical effects on cellular behavior.\textsuperscript{[127]} Clearly, MFSs are not only simple measurement tools. Two-component MFSs define a threshold force that is maximally felt by a specific interaction. They can therefore also be used for triggering cells with a defined mechanical stimulus and for influencing cellular behavior. Two-component MFSs may further be utilized as reversible mechanosensitive material crosslinkers\textsuperscript{[164]} and thereby provide currently inaccessible information about the mechanical interaction between cells and materials in a 3D context. Combined with proteomic analyses, the effect of the mechanical stimulus on cellular mechanotransduction pathways can be investigated. To conclude, MFSs have emerged as powerful tools for a large number of different applications. Considering that the field is still in its early stages, many new exiting MFS designs and areas of application are expected to appear in the near future.
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